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Dear Beginning Parent  
(from Kay Collier Slone’s They’re Rarely Too Young …. And Never Too Old to Twinkle”) 

 

I have sat in your chair several times for I have twice been a beginning Suzuki parent. I’m still a Suzuki parent, 

and that’s not much different – just a little more time put in at lessons and practice. Being a Suzuki parent has 

not changed my initial response to what my child is doing. It has caused major changes in my expectation and 

what I do with my reaction. (Usually!). 

If your child is like every other child I’ve ever known, he or she will definitely learn to play their chosen 

instrument. Along the way, he will most certainly – at one time or another: 

 

• Lie down on the floor when everyone else is standing up 

• Stand up when everyone else is lying down 

• Interrupt a lesson with a rambling discourse – definitely not on music 

• Seem more interested in the mechanics of the instrument than in playing 

• Have times when he feels more sleepy, hungry, angry, lazy than he does musical 

• Have times when he’ll declare he hates violin (or you!) 

• Resists and test your ideas about habit building, especially concerning practice 

• Get to a lesson and do absolutely nothing he has worked on at home 

• Make pronouncements to the teacher regarding your practice or lack of, listening or lack of, home 

life family problems, and secrets etc. 

• Appear to you to be the only one out of step in the entire class 

• Drop his violin on hits bridge or delicate part 

• Have an attention span of 5 to 10 minutes and sometimes only 5 to 10 seconds – maximum 30! 

• Deliberately do things “backward” or “incorrectly.” 

 

It’s funny – I can appreciate these actions and reaction in the other kids in the class. As a mater of fact, 

I think they’re cut and funny, well, just terrific to be making the progress they’re making. It’s exciting to watch 

learning happen. With my own, sometimes I want to sit on my hands, bit my tongue, hide my face, duck my  

head or maybe yell! I am learning, over the years, that my kids sense it when I feel that way, and they become 

nervous and less confident. What they need most from me is: 

• My interest – I’m here. I care 

• My faith. I believe he or she can learn to play the violin, cello, piano. 

• My enthusiasm. This is a neat thing to do. I dig it. 

• My respect – for him – his very real efforts, his concentration, his personhood. For his teacher – his 

ideas, advice, interested, ability, training. 

• My enjoyment – of every step along the way. 

• My acceptance – indicated by a  pleasant expression on my face at lesson, class and practice. 

• My praise – of every small success. 



 

This is habit building I’m still working on – every day. My expectations for my children are high 

because I want so much for them, and because I want to protect them. Its’ also involved with my own image of 

myself, and whether the teacher or other parent will see me as a good, effective parent. I am trying to remember 

that our teacher sees my child working very hard and she know that although  mine is the only one in this 

particular class insisting on taking his shoes off because the teacher did, she’s seen this before, and is not 

bothered  - so I’ll try to restrain my mother sigh and roll of the eyes. 

My goal for this year is to relax and try to enjoy my own child as much as I’ll enjoy yours. I hope this 

will be your goal too. Welcome! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is the Suzuki Method? 
  

Suzuki (1989-1998) was a violinist, educator, philosopher, and humanitarian. After World War 

II, Suzuki devoted his life to the development of the method he called “Talent Education.” He 

observed that children the world over learn to speak their native language with ease. Applying 

the basic principles of language acquisition to learning music, Suzuki called his method the 

“mother-tongue approach.” Musical ability is not an inborn talent but a skill, which can be 

developed in any child who is properly trained. At the heart of the Suzuki Philosophy are some 

basic principles of language learning (** below) that can be transferred to music education to 

help create a path that is more successful and enjoyable for you and your child.  
 

Parent Involvement:  When a child learns to talk, it is the parents who function most effectively as 

teacher. Parents have an important role as “home teachers” in learning an instructor, too. In the 

beginning, one parent often learns to play before the child, so they understand what the child is expected 

to do. The parent attends the child’s lesson and group class and the two practice together at home.  

 

Early Beginning: The early years are crucial for developing mental processes and muscle coordination. 

Listening to music should begin at birth, formal training may begin at age three or four.  

 

**Listening:  Children learn words after hearing them spoken hundreds of times by others. Listening to 

music every day is important, especially listening to the pieces in the Suzuki repertoire so the child 

knows them intimately.  

 

**Repetition: Constant repetition is essential in learning to paly an instrument. Child do not learn a 

word or a piece of music and then discard it. They add it to their vocabulary or repertoire gradually 

using it in new and more sophisticated ways.  

 

**Encouragement: As with language, the child’s efforts to learn an instrument should be met with 

sincere praise and encouragement. Each child learns at his/her own rate, building on small steps so that 

each one can be mastered. This creates an environment of enjoyment for child, parent, and teacher.  

 

** Review: When a new word or phrase is brought into the vocabulary it is used, not simply learned 

then set aside. Similarly, your child must review all of the previous pieces to establish a solid foundation 

of technique that will allow for successful progression to more advanced material. 

 

Learning with Other Children: In addition to private lessons, children participate in regular group 

lessons and performances at which they learn from and are motivated by each other.  

 

Graded Repertoire: Children do no practice  exercise to learn to talk, but use language for its natural 

purpose of communication and self-expression. Pieces in the Suzuki repertoires are designed to present 

one or two new technical problem to learned in the context of the piece.  

 

Delayed Reading: Children are taught to read after their ability to talk has been well established. In the 

same way, children should have a basic technical competence on their instrument before begin taught to 

read music.  
 

Source: The Suzuki Twinkler, a fact sheet published by the Suzuki Association of the Americas. 



 

 

 



Delayed Note Reading – Why?  
Why delay note reading?  

 Learning to play an instrument requires attention to many physical movements and posture points. 

Coordinating these movements and posture points feels very awkward to a beginning student, but they are 

crucial. Holding the instrument correctly not only ensures that your child will play with the best tone and 

intonation – it also ensures they will not experience unnecessary tension or stress. Your child will learn to play 

their instrument comfortably and efficiently.  

When note reading is introduced, your child’s attention is diverted away from physical aspects of 

playing. If introduced too early, note reading may impede your child’s development of good posture. The 

advantage of delayed note reading is that your child will be able to focus on the mechanics of plying their 

instrument and develop good posture, balance, and tone. Once posture becomes second nature, you child will be 

ready for note reading.  

 

How do Suzuki students learn a piece of music?  

Suzuki students learn to play by ear. After listening to a recording of a piece many times, they use their 

‘musical ear’ along with their knowledge of the logic of their instrument to figure out the notes.  

 

How do you learn by ear?  

There are several steps to developing an ear for music, but the most important aspect of training your ear 

is to listen to the Suzuki recordings every day! Obviously you can’t play a piece by ear if you don’t know the 

piece. Listening is vital. You can listen in the car, while you’re getting ready in the morning, setting the table 

for dinner, etc.  

Singing is also an excellent way to help your child learn a pieces. Many students and their parents make 

up words to the Suzuki pieces and use them to sing along with the recordings. The sillier the words the better!  

Your private and group class instructors will begin the first steps in ear training. They will begin by 

teaching your child to distinguish the difference between two notes of the same pitch vs. two notes of a different 

pitch. (Pitch refers to how high or low a sound is.). This ability is refined so that your child is able to tell which 

note is higher or lower in pitch.  

Once your child understands the concept of pitch direction his/her teacher will begin to teach them the 

logic of their instrument. Specifically, how to make a note higher or lower on their instrument by using different 

fingers and strings.  

After listening to a piece until they understand in terms of pitch direction (are the notes in a particular 

passage getting higher or lower or staying the same?) your child will be able to use their “ear” along with their 

knowledge of their instrument to figure out the correct notes in the piece.  

 

When will my child learn to read music?  

Early in your child’s training, your teacher will integrate note reading concepts into their lesson. For 

example , you teacher will introduce note names (A, B, C sharp etc) instead of “finger numbers” (1st finger, 2nd 

finger, etc.). Understanding note names rather than relying on a finger number system is extremely important 

for learning to read music later on.  

When you teacher feels that your child is comfortable with the mechanics of playing, he/she will slowly 

begin to introduce note reading into lesson time. While each student progress at his/her own pace, most student 

will begin note readying while working in Suzuki Book 2 

 



 
Source: University of Oregon Community Music Institute, Parent Handbook, 2004-2005 

 

The Private Lesson …  
 

 One very important component of the Suzuki Method is the Private Lesson. Private lessons are a chance 

for your child and you to interact directly with the private teacher. Private lessons are generally when new 

material is introduced and when we work to refine already learned skills. Your teachers have been specially 

trained to teach the Suzuki Repertoire in a very particular way and will let you know what and when the next 

step will be. Here are few other guidelines to help in your private lesson experience:  
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